
March 21 , 2024

Introductions
Financial Updates:

Spirit Lap planning:
Have letter and needs to print it for envelopes which are ordered.
Volunteers needed for 4/26 Spirit lap and Pie in the face day 5/10.
PTO meeting or 2 for prize prep.
Working on getting larger prizes. We have smaller prizes and prizes from the catelog company.
Croc jibbitz and bracelets for all.
Make gift certificate baskets
Need to contact local businesses for donations.
Trash bags and shower caps needed for teachers. Possibly up to 25.
Dress in extreme green and gold, pizza party for class with most extreme.

Fund request:
5th/6th grade teacher, field trip, trampoline park, kids paying way into park (will take poll if
anyone needs help with cost) and PTO funds for bus. $375-400 roundtrip to trip estimate.
MOTION PASSED.

Jenny wanting funds for “Everyday Speech” program. PTO paying $600 for curriculum. MOTION
PASSED.

Megan Burrell and Kristine Hartman request funds for feeding high school students for science
fair judging.
$350 requesting. MOTION PASSED.

Communicate with teachers on fund requests for the future.

Lights for staff outside building and in parking lot. Communicating with Scott Morton about
logistics regarding the possibility and what this would look like. Motion detector lights?

New gravel on Family Center in the summer. Will occur this summer.

Trash cans for playground. Need 2 new trash can, more sturdy for outside. Motion to find out
cost of trash cans,

May need something for balls and ball cages in the future.



Possible Future large fund request goals:
-Moveable storage for the new classrooms after the remodel
-Maker Spaces/art spaces and functional furniture for those.
-Replacing alternate seating with real chairs in Kinder.
- New furniture partnership with the district and PTO for furniture now that our three years have
ended.
-Fridge dying in the for the Food program (but loaves and fishes might be taking over the
program)
-The kinder playground equipment- Colorado Outdoor Grant? Advisory Youth Connections
possible boots on the ground for it.
-Looking at drainage issue in the bog

Construction will potentially start summer 2025
Parking lot on docket for 2024- for the full new lot in the back. And the other parking lots done in
2025.

Did not go over minutes for February.

Accounting:
Balance of $55,627.51. Reimbursed Lesley Gilbert for Garden Club( 144.79) and Victoria
Dugger for Craft night ($454.55).
Spring fundraiser future cost of $500

Moving forward with Darcy as the accountant. Meeting April 22nd. Motion approved the
appointment with the accountant .

Mrs Hamiltion:
End of april she will have the IPR results
Internal movements. 1st/2nd opening and a 5th/6th opening Hope to include which teacher in
what community in the last newsletter of the year.
Rangers are back as a community.

Formal request to support student clubs: Can PTO do this as the grant is going away?
Needs sustainability for Advisory Counsel and Student Led Clubs.
Cost is several thousands per year.
With a limit of 10 clubs per semester or up to 8 hours. Pays the teachers stipend of $30 per
hour. And purchasing non consumables,
Motion by Eshelle to pay up to $500 for the yearbook volunteers
How does payment of staff work if PTO takes over payment of staff for student led clubs?

Meeting Adjourned


